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Artist statement

The New Earth has been foretold throughout eons of time and space.
Familiar with the futuristic event through literature, I have expressed my
vision within five paintings to present and share this unique celebration of
the greatest transformation one planet will undergo. Earth's transition into
5th dimension (density) will happen with the raise of human consciousness
and  vibration  that  emanates  through  heart,  mind,  spirit,  going  through
ether all the way to the Great Source of everything, the eternal fountain
of light from where we all sprang into existence.

As the greatest star on our sky, Sirius A, is gravitationally approaching
the Sun, the sheer power of star's consciousness will effect ours and assist
us  in  moving  forward  spiritually,  intellectually  and  technologically.  The
ascension to 5th dimension is presented in 5 stages that humanity will soon
experience.

1. "The Healing"
No development can be made without healing our heart, mind, spirit,

physical and etheric body. The Earth's soul Gaya is patiently waiting for our
first stage to begin, for it cannot transition without our knowledge, effort
and love. One of the greatest healing spots on the planet is the mountain
pyramid "Rtanj", located in the heart of Serbia.

2. "Awakening"
After healing, awakening is the next step toward the transition. In the

last couple of millennia, our planet was furthest from Sirius A, in the so
called "Iron Age" period, that best could be described as a night time in
which we were all  asleep. Entering through new time portal  at 21. 12.
2012., the light from Sirius A has started awakening us from a deep sleep. 



3. "Genetic Divarication"
Before  the  collapse  of  Atlantis,  humans  have  lived  with  full  DNA

spectrum of 12 strands. Due to the fall of the civilization after abuse of
the mental and universal powers, we have been reduced to only 2 strands.
However, being awake, our chakras will reconnect, reactivate and redirect our
energy to the Sun, which is also a transformer of our thoughts and actions
to  the  Great  Source  (almost  like  a  radio  channel  that  emits  our
frequencies).

4. "The New Earth"
Just like a soul abandons a body after life's experience, The New Earth

will  leave the old one behind to advance to higher realms of existence.
Glowing as a gigantic gem stone, The New Earth will shine proudly its new
form and frequency, exposing the light side of human consciousness. It will
be an achievement unlike any in this universe. The crystalline form of the
rocks will be purifying waters, as the old island of Atlantis surfices back to
the good old Sun.

5. "The Golden Age"
Once we're in the light zone that is closest to Sirius A, the ability of

instant manifestation will be a fashionable statement, while memories will
serve as one big lesson of a road wrongly taken when not choosing the light
within us. To create a crystal an enormous pressure is required, but to
create a human with a mind of universal connection to all there is might
take a bit bigger nudge.


